practice of the Communist Party to systemize and apply ideas solicited from the people in governance.
1 This strategy of implementing class struggle and preserving the socioeconomic interests of the masses gradually lost its role in directing the state-led modernization after the late 1950s. The supreme leader, Mao, and his radical followers thrust decisively toward leftist extremism and waged the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in 1966. Based on the theory of "continued revolution" under the "proletarian dictatorship," the Cultural Revolution legitimized mass movement regardless of the law and resulted in significant damage to the institutional structure of the state and society.
It was in the post-Mao milieu of replacing ultra-leftism and rationalizing reform that Heshang came to public attention. Mao Zedong's demise in 1976 provided Deng Xiaoping (1904-97) an opportunity to end the decade-long, class struggle-focused Cultural Revolution and start a new phase of the historical course of China's modernization. At the Third Plenary Session of the Eleventh Party's Central Committee in 1978, Deng and his cohorts officially abandoned Mao's ultra-leftist policies and began to implement-with caution, especially given the premise of the unchallengeable status of the Party's political leadership-various political, 2 economic, and social reforms to normalize the state-society relationship and inject capitalism into the state structure.
In the late 1980s, 3 reform-germinated social anxiety motivated "establishment intellectuals" (Barlow 1991)-largely scholars and teachers at universities and state-sponsored research institutesto create new discourses for the reinvigoration of the masses. The most prominent product of this effort is Heshang, a "TV politicocommentary" (dianshi zhenglunpian) that aired on Chinese Central Television in 1988. "He" in Chinese denotes a river, particularly the Yellow River, generally believed to be the origin of Chinese civilization. "Shang" means a premature death. Divided into six TV episodes, Heshang's figuration of a premature death of Chinese civilization and yearning for Westernized modernization triggered lasting debates inside and outside the nation-state, making the politico-commentary one of the most significant public phenomena of 1980s China. Descriptively speaking, the issues broached in Heshang and the ensuing debates include "a view of politics and history that advanced historical fatalism, geographical determinism, the 'fallacious backward ideology' of 'grand unification' (dayitong), Eurocentrism, total westernization, elite culturalism" (Wang 1996, 118) , and so on.
